
The colonization of Australia by the British had a profound  on the

Indigenous population. Before the arrival of the British, Indigenous Australians had lived on the

 for thousands of years. They had their own cultures, languages, and ways

of life. The British viewed the land as  nu�ius, meaning "land belonging to

no one," and claimed it for themselves. This concept ignored the existence and

 of the Indigenous people. As settlers moved in, they forced many

Indigenous communities o! their . This displacement disrupted

traditional ways of life and led to signi"cant losses.

The  of Indigenous Australians often led to con#icts. Many Indigenous

people resisted the British, but they were often met with . Diseases

brought by the settlers also had a devastating e!ect on the Indigenous population. Without

 to these new diseases, many Indigenous Australians died. The loss of life,

combined with the  of land, had a lasting impact on Indigenous

communities. Many traditional practices and languages were lost as a .

The British also implemented policies that aimed to assimilate Indigenous Australians into

European . Children were taken from their families and placed in

institutions or with non-Indigenous families. This practice, known as the Stolen

, sought to erase Indigenous cultures and identities. The e!ects of these

policies are sti� felt by Indigenous  today. Many struggle with issues

related to identity, cultural loss, and inequality.

In recent , there has been a growing recognition of the impact of

colonization on Indigenous Australians. E!orts are being made to  and

address historical injustices. Land rights have been recognized in some areas, and there are

 to preserve and revitalize Indigenous cultures and languages. However,

much work remains to be done to fu�y address the  of displacement and

colonization.
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	task: 1. Fill in the gaps with the right words!2. Scan the QR code to check your answers interactively!3. Copy the text in your exercise book!4. Formulate the content of the text yourself!    Use all gap words!


